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Background

• Recent ELSA reviews of labour market 
integration of immigrants

• Not originally intended to cover children 
of immigrants

– Included at request of reviewed countries – a 
priority issue in many countries

• Performance of children of immigrants is 
best benchmark of integration (D. Card)
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The incidence of very low education levels among 

immigrant parents is high (implications for systems where 

parental help is important).
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But parental education is not everything.

PISA mathematics score  of 
children of immigrants

Contribution of :

Parental
education

Immigrant
concentration 

in schools

Language
spoken at

home

All three
together

(+/-) compared to score of children of native-born persons (average cross countries) 

Born abroad -58 -8 -15 -20 -35

Born in the 
country

-50 -12 -17 -16 -37
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Poor Pisa results => poor attainment levels.
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Employment outcomes of native-born children of immigrants 20-29 

not in education, circa 2007, by educational attainment  (+/-

compared to children of native-born)

Educational attainment

Low Medium High

Men Women Men Women Men Women

Canada -3 +6 -2 -1 -2 0

France -13 -3 -8 -13 -3 -7

Germany -2 -1 -6 -4 -9 -22

Nether-
lands

-28 -18 -14 -15 -3 …

Sweden -10 -8 -9 -8 -5 -5

Switzer-
land

… … +1 +3 +2 -2

OECD 
average

-8 -6 -7 -7 -4 -6
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Summary of results 

• Very mixed situation

• Difficult to make sense of

– In some countries low-educated do better

– In others  high-educated do well

– In still others, all groups do well

– In some, all groups fare equally (badly)

• Clearly there are factors other than education at play and 
these factors would appear to differ by country
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Other factors affecting labour market 

outcomes 

• Knowledge of labour market functioning

• The role of networks

–Many  jobs are filled through contacts

• The public sector

–Under-representation of offspring of 
immigrants

• Discrimination
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Discrimination

–Preference vs « statistical »

–« Testing » results

• All things being equal, offspring of immigrants get 
fewer invitations to job interviews

• Employer behaviour does not necessarily reflect a 
« preference » for offspring of native-born 

• Many employers are looking for « signs » of 
integration 

–Amenable to policy intervention



Thank you for your attention. 
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